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Geneology of the Interface

Grudin’s Five Foci of interface development (1990)

Layered Models of Software and Sociality
Bi-directional Flows of Value
Modes of Participation in Software Production

As a plan sponsor, I don't want my model portfolio changes to kick off until I want them to take place. The time the reality allows.

*SOMETHING* 3 customers can get to RTM via web

- 30 in 1.1
- 2010 - unc/prev wspy 12.0
- CSP emulation 1.0
- 13th page (style, layout, intelle) ID
- validate, test w/ 1 testable 1.2D
  and w/ 1.5
  - 20 EF - 17
  - 2010 ID

RISK: M

24 hr

30 days

Product Backlog  →  Sprint Backlog  →  Sprint  →  Working increment of the software

Reminders. What do they do?

Davehyndman
on 02/21/2014

Can anyone explain how reminders work. I've set them for various tasks, but I see no functionality.

I'm hoping for ICAL-like reminders with maybe some Growl integration thrown in for good measure.

Aw
on 02/21/2014

I tried too, and nothing happened...

Halbterke
on 02/21/2014

I think that this features will be greatly improved with the next versions.

Artisanian
on 02/21/2014

The reminders function adds the 'Red Status' to your task starting with the day you've set. For example, if I have a due date of March 15 and I set a reminder for 5 days before, on March 10, the task's due date will be...
Software Process as Performance

Software Process

- user stories
- conversations
- code
- tests

other artifacts

negotiated boundary
Does the layered model still fit?
Spectrum of User Subjects